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Expansion of VAT Reform

I.

Foreword

Premier Li Keqiang has recently hosted the State Council meeting, and has announced that
the VAT pilot reform (changing from levying Business Tax (“BT”) to Value-added Tax
(“VAT”)) will be further expanded to other provinces and industries.

II.

Expansion Scope

2.1 Expansion - Regions
From August 1, 2013, the VAT pilot reform of transportation and certain modern service
sectors (the detailed scope can be referred to the Shanghai VAT pilot reform regulations)
will be expanded to the whole nation.
Such VAT pilot reform was started in Shanghai from January 1, 2012 (then expanded to
other 10 provinces/cities by batches from August 1, 2012).

Currently, these industries

are subject to VAT in certain provinces/cities, while in other provinces/cities they are
subject to BT. Such fact affects the balancing among different regions and leads to the
tax “concentration effect”. It is also inconvenient for the operation and management
of certain enterprise groups. If such VAT reform is expanded to the whole nation
according to Premier Li’s announcement, it will be helpful to achieve consistent tax
treatment.
2.2 Expansion - Industries


Production of movies and TV products, and their broadcasting and publishing will
be included into the VAT reform scope.



Railway transportation, postal, telecom and communication sections will be
included into the VAT reform scope at an “appropriate” time.



China will try to complete the VAT reform for all industries and regions by the end
of 2015.
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III. Issues to be Clarified
Overall speaking, the detailed implementation rules on the above need to be published by
the tax and other authorities. Particularly:–

It is anticipated that the detailed rules about the VAT reform on transportation and
certain modern service sectors will be similar to the Shanghai VAT reform regulations.

–

The VAT reform rules on production of movies and TV products, and their
broadcasting and publishing need to be clarified, especially on the applicable VAT rates.
It is anticipated that such VAT rate will likely be 6%.

–

There is considerable uncertainty about “at an appropriate time”, railway transportation,
postal, telecom and communication sections will be included into the VAT reform
scope, including detailed sectors, VAT rates, regions, etc. For reference, construction
and installation sectors were widely expected to be included in the VAT reform scope
last year.

However, due to the difficulties to balance the VAT input credit and

effective tax rates, they have not been included so far.

IV. Possible Impact on Your Enterprise and Suggested Approach
For enterprises in the transportation and certain modern service sectors (the detailed scope
can be referred to the Shanghai VAT pilot reform regulations) that are located in the
provinces/cities that the VAT reform has not been implemented, it is recommended to
carefully study the Shanghai VAT reform regulations, conduct the tax impact estimation and
make necessary preparation work as soon as possible, including:–

Assessing whether the company’s operation model should be changed

–

Considering whether the pricing basis and method with customers and suppliers should
be adjusted

–

Modifying standard contract terms

–

Arranging relevant training to internal finance and management personnel

For enterprises in the sectors of producing/broadcasting/publishing movies and TV products,
postal, telecom and communication, railway transportation, in addition to making the above
preparation, they should also closely monitor the process and contents of the VAT pilot
reform legislation on their industries, particularly the applicable VAT rates and possible tax
preferences.
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Important Note
The contents in this newsflash are for your reference purpose. Readers are suggested to consult professional
advisors for detailed analysis before implementation. For more information or further advice on the above
subject or analysis of other tax/finance issues, please feel free to contact our following partners.
Finance & Audit Partners

Tax Partners

Cavern Cheng
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*201
Mob：133-0181-9750
cavern.cheng@nortex.cn

Tony Su
Tel: 86(21)6135-6286*101
Mob: 150-0083-8374
tony.su@nortex.cn

Meihua Yang
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*215
Mob：138-1837-8324
meihua.yang@nortex.cn

Michael Zheng
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*102
Mob：139-1822-3295
michael.zheng@nortex.cn

Richard Zhang
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*258
Mob：138-1890-7648
richard.zhang@nortex.cn

Ryan Zheng
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*104
Mob：137-0183-4614
ryan.zheng@nortex.cn

Adela Xuan
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*217
Mob：139-1604-7619
adela.xuan@nortex.cn

Jeffrey Dai
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*116
Mob：138-1787-2950
jeffrey.dai@nortex.cn

Philip Chen
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*226
Mob：136-1196-1034
philip.chen@nortex.cn
Roger Cui (Valuation Services)
Tel：86（21）6135-6286*203
Mob：136-6180-7908
roger.cui@nortex.cn
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Our partners and consultants come from the Big 4 international accounting firms, Fortune 500 multinational
corporations and large state-owned enterprises. Started from 2002, we have grown to encompass more than
60 professionals, serving hundreds of clients from our offices in Shanghai and Beijing. Our vision is to
provide professional services comparable to the Big 4 firms’ quality based on the specific needs of our clients.
In addition, we adopt a more prompt, flexible and effective work approach, and we offer much more
competitive prices than the Big 4 firms.
We are a member firm of the TCS global network. TCS is an international network of professional accounting
and taxation firms with members in world’s mainstream economies that demonstrate growth, quality services
and an entrepreneurial dynamism.

We have a network of firms, around the world, that share the same vision,

values and interest in helping companies successfully develop through a global experience.
We are a local-based finance and tax firm with global vision, offering our local clients truly international
professional service experience and helping overseas investors to establish and operate their business in China.
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